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In this study, we investigated how Arabic digits are represented in the visual cortex,
and how their representation changes throughout the ventral visual processing stream,
compared to the representation of letters. We probed these questions with two functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiments. In Experiment 1, we explored whether
we could find brain regions that were more activated for digits than for number words
in a subtraction task. One such region was detected in lateral occipital cortex. However,
the activity in this region might have been confounded by string length—number words
contain more characters than digits. We therefore conducted a second experiment
in which string length was systematically controlled. Experiment 2 revealed that the
findings of the first experiment were task dependent (as it was only observed in a task
in which numerosity was relevant) or stimulus dependent (as it was only observed when
the number of characters of a stimulus was not controlled). We further explored the
characteristics of the activation patterns for digit and letter strings across the ventral
visual processing stream through multi-voxel pattern analyses. We found an alteration
in representations throughout the ventral processing stream from clustering based on
amount of visual information in primary visual cortex (V1) towards clustering based on
symbolic stimulus category higher in the visual hierarchy. The present findings converge
to the conclusion that in the ventral visual system, as far as can be detected with
fMRI, the distinction between Arabic digits and letter strings is represented in terms
of distributed patterns rather than separate regions.
Keywords: fMRI, MVPA, visual cortex, Arabic digits, ventral visual stream
Introduction
The vast majority of research on how numbers are processed in the brain has focused on the
semantic representation of numbers, i.e., the magnitude a number represents. However, little is
known about the visual processing of numbers, even though this type of processing has been
claimed to be important when doing arithmetic (Dehaene and Cohen, 1995, 1997; Menon, 2015).
We focused on the ventral visual processing stream, because this pathway plays a role in the
identification and categorization of visual objects, such as digits. We investigated which regions
in the visual cortex were activated whilst participants calculated with numbers in symbolic (e.g.,
Arabic digits and number words) and non-symbolic (dot arrays) formats.
The most commonly used theoretical framework to study number processing and
arithmetic is the Triple Code Model (Dehaene and Cohen, 1995, 1997). According
to this model, three distinct codes of numerical information can be activated.
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First, the visual code is involved in processing Arabic number
forms, and in recognizing and discriminating number-letter
strings. This process is assumed to take place in the inferior
ventral occipito-temporal areas. Second, there is an analogue
quantity or magnitude code which represents, estimates and
compares numerosities (Ansari, 2008; Nieder and Dehaene,
2009), and is implicated when we manipulate numerosities, as
during arithmetic (Simon et al., 2002; Dehaene et al., 2003; Piazza
et al., 2007; Eger et al., 2009; Bulthé et al., 2014). This code is
located in the inferior parietal areas, and more specifically in
the intraparietal sulci. Third, there is a verbal code in which
numbers are represented by words. This code is located in the
left-hemispheric perisylvian areas and in the left angular gyrus
(Dehaene et al., 2003) and is implicated in symbolic number
processing (Price and Ansari, 2011) and in accessing memory
of arithmetic facts (Delazer et al., 2003; Grabner et al., 2009). A
recent meta-analysis by Arsalidou and Taylor (2011) confirmed
these regions as being involved in arithmetic, but they suggested
to update this model by including regions such as frontal areas,
cerebellum, insula and cingulate cortex.
Although the roles of the magnitude and verbal codes have
been extensively studied, the visual code has not been studied
much in the context of arithmetic (Menon, 2015). In their
description of the Triple Code Model, Dehaene and Cohen
(1995, 1997) suggested that this code should be located in
occipito-temporal regions, along the visual ventral processing
stream, which plays a role in identification and categorization
of objects (Mishkin et al., 1983; Goodale and Milner, 1992).
There is a large body of studies that directly investigated
the coding of objects (Grill-Spector et al., 2001; Reddy and
Kanwisher, 2006), faces (Halgren et al., 1999; Rossion et al.,
2003), and even words (Cohen and Dehaene, 2004; Baker et al.,
2007) in this ventral visual pathway (see also Malach et al.,
2002; Grill-Spector and Malach, 2004). However, similar data
on the coding of numerical symbols, such as Arabic digits,
have not been reported. Dehaene and Cohen (1995) stated
that, similar to a visual region specifically tuned for letter
strings (visual word form area, VWFA), there should also be
region specifically tuned for digits, hosting the visual code.
Furthermore, studies have shown that occipito-temporal regions
are activated together with the IPS during arithmetic (Rickard
et al., 2000; Zago et al., 2001; Keller and Menon, 2009; Wu et al.,
2009; Rosenberg-Lee et al., 2011), invigorating Dehaene and
Cohen’s claim that also visual regions in the occipito-temporal
areas are involved in arithmetic. This hypothesis is further
backed by results from a recent meta-analysis of studies using
number processing or arithmetic tasks in healthy adult samples.
Specifically, Arsalidou and Taylor (2011) found that the left
fusiform gyrus is involved in number processing and arithmetic
tasks, and that the left inferior occipital gyrus is implicated in
subtraction tasks.
Only a small number of studies specifically attempted to find
a brain region that could host this visual number processing
code, a so-called visual number form area (Dehaene and Cohen,
1995; Menon, 2015), yet their findings are mixed. For example,
Park et al. (2012) found a cluster of voxels in the right
lateral occipital area that was activated more by number strings
than by letter strings in the context of a visual matching
task, during which participants were presented with either
two letter strings or two digit strings, and had to decide
whether the two strings were visually identical. Polk et al.
(2002) conducted a study with a similar paradigm, in which
participants passively viewed strings of consonants, strings of
digits, strings of shapes and fixation points. They did not find
a region that was more activated by digits than by letters.
However, in a subset of individuals, they found various regions
in the visual cortex, especially around the left fusiform gyrus
and left inferior regions, which were more active when viewing
digits than fixation points. Pinel and Dehaene (2013) observed
a region in the right fusiform gyrus that was activated more
when participants performed a number comparison task (i.e.,
deciding whether a number was larger or smaller than 65)
with digits compared to with number words. Finally, using
intracranial electrophysiological recordings, Shum et al. (2013)
found a region in the inferior temporal gyrus that responded
more to digits compared to morphologically, phonologically and
semantically similar symbols.
The studies described above all focus on the role of
the occipito-temporal cortex in number processing. However,
although this brain area is also implicated in arithmetic
(see above), previous studies with arithmetic tasks merely
reported activity in the occipito-temporal cortex, but crucially,
they did not look into the visual cortex specifically in the
context of arithmetic (Rickard et al., 2000; Zago et al., 2001;
Keller and Menon, 2009; Wu et al., 2009; Pinel et al., 2001)
and thus did not clarify the role the visual cortex plays in
arithmetic.
The current study serves two aims. First of all, we will
investigate to what extent there is a focal region in the ventral
visual system specifically tuned for Arabic digits that might host
the visual code. Unlike previous studies, we will use an arithmetic
paradigm with different formats to present numerosities for two
reasons. First, activation in regions in the occipito-temporal
cortex, where the visual code is thought to be located, has been
found to be associated with arithmetic (see above). Second,
including multiple formats (i.e., dot arrays, Arabic digits and
number words) will allow us to isolate the visual code better
by contrasting arithmetic with Arabic digits from arithmetic
with number words. Both conditions include a symbolic and
semantic format, and they mainly differ in the degree to which
they are supposed to activate the visual code in the Triple Code
Model.
Second of all, we will study the emergence and formation
of this visual code by looking at the evolution of how
digits are represented throughout the ventral visual processing
stream. In order to do so, we will delineate three key regions
along this ventral visual processing stream: primary visual
cortex (V1), lateral occipital complex (LOC) and VWFA. We
selected these regions because of their specific characteristics:
V1 is the first visual processing region, LOC is specifically
tuned to visual objects (Grill-Spector et al., 2001), and finally,
VWFA responds highly to visually presented letter strings
(Baker et al., 2007). Using multi-voxel pattern analysis, we
will compare activation patterns of all conditions to investigate
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the similarity with which conditions are represented in those
regions of interest, and how these similarities change throughout
the ventral visual processing stream. A great advantage
of multivariate analyses is that they can reveal differences
between conditions that are possibly averaged out in univariate
analyses (Norman et al., 2006; Raizada and Kriegeskorte,
2010).
Material and Methods
Participants
Twelve healthy Dutch-speaking university students and
employees took part in this study (four males, aged between 18
and 38 years old,M = 24.7, all right-handed), which consisted of
two functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiments.
All participants had normal or correct-to-normal vision, and
reported no history of neurological or psychiatric illness.
Participants gave written consent prior to taking part in the
study, and were paid for their participation. The study was
approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of KU Leuven.
Apparatus
Imaging data were collected via a 3T Philips Intera Scanner,
located at the Department of Radiology of the University
Hospital in Leuven, with a 12-channel head coil. Functional
images were collected with an EPI sequence (47 slices, 2 × 2
mm in plane voxel size, slice thickness 2 mm, interslice gap
1 mm, TR = 3000 ms, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 90 degrees,
104 × 104 matrix). We acquired a high-resolution T1-weighted
anatomical image (182 slices, resolution 0.98 × 0.98 × 1.2 mm,
TR = 9.6 ms, TE = 4.6 ms, 256 × 256 acquisition matrix) for
each participant. Stimuli were presented with PsychToolbox 3
(Brainard, 1997) and displayed via a Barco 6400i LCD projector
onto a screen located approximately 35 cm from participants’
eyes, which was visible via a mirror attached to the head coil.
Participants answered by pressing one of two response buttons
on a response box, which they controlled with their right
hand.
Experimental Tasks
Experiment 1
In the first experiment, participants performed a subtraction task
in which they were asked to subtract two magnitudes (up to
20), and to decide whether the result was larger or smaller than
a reference magnitude. We manipulated presentation format
(dot arrays, Arabic digits or number words) and reference
magnitude (4, 8 or 12). We investigated the effect of presentation
format on behavioral results and on brain activation; reference
magnitude was manipulated merely to insure sufficient variation
in the numerosities used in the task and was not included in
analyses.
One experimental run consisted of four fixation blocks of
15 s, alternated with three long reference blocks in which the
participant had to compare the result of a subtraction to a specific
reference magnitude (4, 8 or 12). Each reference block consisted
of six format blocks (two blocks per presentation format) of 16.1
s each. Each of these format blocks consisted of a presentation of
the specific reference magnitude in the specific format, and six
items in that format. Half of the subtraction items were smaller
than the given reference, half of them larger. In total, a run lasted
349.8 s, and participants performed 6 runs. The design is further
illustrated in Figure 1.
Stimuli were presented in a white circle on a black background
divided into two halves by a horizontal black line. The
numerosity presented in the lower half of the circle had to be
subtracted from the numerosity in the upper half (see Figure 2).
Items presented as dot arrays were created via a Matlab script
(Dehaene et al., 2005) and were controlled for parameters such
as item size, total area and luminance by manipulating dot size.
Furthermore, items presented as Arabic digits and number words
were controlled for amount of visual information, by varying
the font size and position within the circle (see Figure 2). As all
participants were Dutch speaking, number words were presented
in Dutch. These stimuli were created using an adapted version of
the Matlab script by Dehaene et al. (2005).
Experiment 2
Although we controlled the stimuli from Experiment 1 for the
amount of visual information (i.e., number of black pixels in
the stimulus), it is evident that number words always consist
of more visual elements (i.e., multiple letters) than digits (i.e.,
one or two elements). Previous research has shown that visual
regions, such as the LOC, can be sensitive to the number of visual
elements presented (Xu and Chun, 2006; Xu, 2008). To control
for this potential confound of the number of visual elements on
the screen, participants performed a second fMRI experiment
immediately after Experiment 1. In Experiment 2, both string
length (2- or 5-characters) and character format (Arabic digits
or letters) were manipulated. Participants performed an order
judgment task: They were asked to indicate whether the ordering
of the first character relative to the last character was correct or
not. In the two digit conditions (both 2- and 5-characters), the
ordering was correct if the first character was numerically smaller
than the last character. In the letter conditions, alphabetical
order was correct. Four blocks per condition alternated with
five fixation blocks were presented during this experiment, with
each block lasting 12 s. Within each trial block, six stimuli were
presented. Total duration of one run was 252 s, and participants
performed 4 runs. The design of Experiment 2 is illustrated in
Figure 3.
Stimuli were presented in a white circle on a black
background. For digit conditions, Arabic digits 1–9 were used in
the creation of the random digit strings. In the letter conditions,
9 letters, which were visually similar to the digits, were selected:
a, c, e, n, r, s, v, x, and z. None of the letter strings represented
existing words. The stimuli were again created by adapting the
Matlab script by Dehaene et al. (2005). We controlled for visual
parameters by varying font size and placement within the circle
(see Figure 4).
Analyses
Behavioral Analyses
The behavioral data from both experiments were analyzed with
SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics 22; IBM Corp., Chicago, IL, USA). We
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic overview of a possible design of one experimental run of Experiment 1.
controlled for multiple comparisons via a Bonferroni correction.
This was done bymultiplying each specific p-value by the number
FIGURE 2 | Examples of stimuli from Experiment 1: stimuli presented
as dot arrays, Arabic digits and (Dutch) number words.
of contrasts calculated in that analysis. The alpha-criterion
therefore remained 0.05.
fMRI Preprocessing
All imaging data were preprocessed using the Statistical
Parametric Mapping software package (SPM8, Wellcome
Department of Cognitive Neurology, London). Functional
images were corrected for slice-timing differences, as well
as head motion artifacts by realigning all images to the
first image. All functional images were coregistered to the
anatomical image. Both functional and anatomical images
were normalized to the standard Montreal Neurological 152-
brain average template. Finally all functional images were
spatially smoothed using a Gaussian kernel of 4 mm full-
width at half maximum (FWHM). The effect of experimental
conditions per voxel was estimated by creating a general
linear model per participant. The fixation condition was not
explicitly modeled. Motion realignment parameters were
included as regressors to control for variation due to movement
artifacts.
Regions of Interest
To identify different stages of visual processing in each
participant, we ran a separate localizer task to localize three
visual processing regions of interest: V1, LOC and VWFA.
During the localizer runs, words, line drawings of objects,
and scrambled lines were presented for 300 ms in a block
design. Participants were asked to respond to a word or
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FIGURE 3 | Schematic overview of a possible design of Experiment 2.
object if it represented a living entity, and to a scrambled
pattern if it was oriented vertically. V1 was localized by
selecting all voxels in Brodmann area 17 (located with the
anatomical WFU PickAtlas Toolbox, Wake Forrest University
PickAtlas, http://fmri.wfubmc.edu/cms/software) that were
significantly active in all stimulus conditions vs. fixation.
FIGURE 4 | Examples of stimuli from Experiment 2: 2- and 5-character
letter and digit strings.
LOC was defined by the contrast [objects—scrambled
lines]. Finally, we delineated VWFA by the contrast
[words–objects]. The statistical threshold for the ROI
selection was p < 0.001, uncorrected for multiple
comparisons.
fMRI Analyses
Both univariate and multivariate correlational analyses were
performed on the beta values of the individual conditions
as obtained from the general linear model of both fMRI
experiments. All functional data were smoothed before
the general linear model was estimated (see section fMRI
preprocessing), as spatial smoothing is a standard practice for
univariate analyses, and is also beneficial for the effect size in
correlational multivariate analyses (Op de Beeck, 2010; Brants
et al., 2011).
In univariate analyses, we averaged the brain activation per
condition over all the voxels in a certain region of interest, and
compared these mean activations (beta values) over conditions
(see Figure 5A). In the multi-voxel correlational analyses,
we divided the dataset into two halves, and correlated the
patterns of activation of all conditions of the first half of
the data with the second half, in the delineated regions of
interest. This cycle of dividing data and correlating patterns
was repeated 100 times; the correlations reported below
are the average correlations over those repetitions, which
were then transformed via a Fisher-z transformation, and
were finally averaged over all subjects. In the multi-voxel
patterns, the activation of each voxel for each condition
was expressed in terms of the beta value of that condition
subtracted by the mean beta value across all experimental
conditions (‘‘cocktail blank normalization’’). Because of the
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FIGURE 5 | Schematic presentation of a univariate (A) and multivariate
correlational analysis (B). In univariate analyses, we averaged the brain
activation per condition over all the voxels in a certain region of interest, and
compared these mean activations over conditions. In multi-voxel correlational
analyses, we correlated the patterns of activation of all conditions.
normalization, positive correlations between their activity
patterns in a certain brain region indicate more similarity
between the corresponding conditions (see Figure 5B). The
main advantage of multivariate analyses is that they can reveal
differences between conditions that are possibly averaged out
in univariate analyses (Norman et al., 2006). To visualize the
results obtained from the multivariate correlational analyses,
we performed multidimensional scaling (MDS) on the obtained
averaged correlation matrices. MDS visualizes the similarity of
conditions in 2D-space, with conditions that are represented
similarly, and hence have higher correlated activation patterns,
presented closer together. Conditions that are represented
more distinctly (lower correlated activation patterns) will
be shown further apart in the MDS visualization. We also
determined the coordinates of the conditions in the MDS
plots for each individual subject. These coordinates were then
rotated using a Procrustes analysis, to fit the space of the
MDS plots of the average correlation matrix. The rotated
coordinates of each subject are used as error bars in the MDS
plots.
Results
Experiment 1
Behavioral Results
Mean accuracy and reaction time were calculated over runs
and participants (see Table 1). A one-way repeated measures
ANOVA with format (dots vs. digits vs. words) as within-
subject factor was performed on both the accuracies and the
reaction times. Regarding the accuracy scores, we found a main
effect of format (F(2,22) = 70.79, p < 0.001). Pairwise contrasts
showed that the accuracy for dot arrays was lower than that for
Arabic digits and number words (both p’s < 0.001). Accuracy
for Arabic digits was significantly higher than that of number
words (p = 0.01). Turning to the response latencies, we again
found a significant main effect of format (F(2,22) = 12.65, p <
0.001). Participants were significantly faster in responding to
dot arrays and Arabic digits than to number words (p = 0.03
TABLE 1 | Behavioral results Experiment 1.
RT (ms) SD % Correct SD
Dot arrays 1151 146 69.56 9.55
Arabic digits 1108 191 87.58 9.94
Number words 1260 183 82.41 13.29
and p < 0.001, respectively). The difference in reaction time
between dot arrays and Arabic digits was not significant (p =
0.84).
Imaging Results
First, we used a whole-brain analysis to determine which
regions might be hosting the visual code. Analogous to previous
studies (e.g., Pinel and Dehaene, 2013), this was done by
comparing the brain activity of Arabic digits vs. words. Both
conditions included a symbolic and semantic format with
which participants had to calculate, and they mainly differed
in the degree to which they were supposed to activate the
visual code in the Triple Code Model. There was only one
brain region showing higher activity for Arabic numbers than
for digits, namely the bilateral lateral occipital cortex (see
Figure 6).
The opposite contrast (number words > Arabic digits)
showed activation in the occipital lobe around V1, which
is probably related to the fact that the number words
comprise more characters, and thus extend more to the
left and the right with respect to the fixation point than
digits.
Next, we analyzed the data in our three visual regions
of interest, i.e., V1, LOC and VWFA. (Figures 7–8). In V1,
dot arrays and number words elicited more activation than
Arabic digits did (both p’s < 0.001), whereas dot arrays and
number words did not differ in terms of activation (p =
0.07). The same pattern was found, though with smaller effect
size, in LOC: dot arrays and number words activated this
region more than Arabic digits did (p = 0.003 and p = 0.01,
respectively), whereas dot arrays and number words did not
differ in terms of activation (p = 0.91). Furthermore, this
analysis revealed that the lateral occipital region specifically
activated by Arabic symbols was not overlapping with our
functionally defined LOC. Finally, in the third a priori defined
region of interest, the VWFA, we found significantly more
activation for number words than for digits (p < 0.001),
and higher activation for digits than for dot arrays (p =
0.005).
Experiment 2
Behavioral Results
Mean reaction time as well as mean accuracy were calculated
for each participant and averaged over runs (see Table 2). A
two-way repeated measures ANOVA with format (letters vs.
digits) and string length (2 vs. 5) as within-subject factors was
performed both on the reaction time and the accuracy scores.
We found a significant main effect of format (F(1,11) = 159.32,
p < 0.001) and of string length (F(1,11) = 88.42, p < 0.001)
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FIGURE 6 | Bilateral lateral occipital activation clusters from contrast [digits–words] in Experiment 1. MNI coordinates of peak voxels are [49 −71 9] and
[−44 −67 14].
FIGURE 7 | Mean activation elicited by the three format conditions in
the three regions of interest in Experiment 1. Error bars represent
standard error of the mean.
for the reaction time data. Digit strings were solved faster
than letter strings, and 2-character strings were solved faster
than 5-character strings. Also, the interaction effect between
format and string length was significant (F(1,11) = 26.78, p <
0.001). This effect was driven by a smaller difference between
the two letter conditions compared to the two digit conditions.
Regarding the accuracy scores, only a main effect of format
was found (F(1,11) = 26.10, p < 0.001), indicating that digit
strings were solved more accurately than letter strings. The
effect of string length and the interaction effect were not
significant (F(1,11) = 0.87, p = 0.37 and F(1,11) = 1.13, p = 0.31,
respectively).
Imaging Results
In this second experiment, we investigated brain activity in
response to our four conditions in five regions of interest:
V1, LOC, VWFA and the two [digits–words] clusters found
in Experiment 1. These results are presented in Figure 9
(univariate) and in Table 3 and Figure 11 (multivariate).
FIGURE 8 | T-values of the contrasts between conditions in
Experiment 1. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval. Significant
t-tests are represented by black, larger dots. T-tests that did not reach
significance, are represented as open, smaller dots.
TABLE 2 | Behavioral results Experiment 2.
RT (ms) SD % Correct SD
2 Letters 956 147 90.02 7.72
5 Letters 996 151 90.03 8.72
2 Digits 792 148 98.26 3.31
5 Digits 885 162 97.05 3.93
We first performed a two-way ANOVA with format (letters
and digits) and string length (2- and 5-characters) as within-
subject factors in every region of interest. In V1, we found a
significant main effect for string length, with higher activity levels
for 5-character than for 2-character strings (F(1,11) = 23.72, p <
0.001), as well as a significant main effect of format (F(1,11) =
5.50, p = 0.04), indicating that letters elicited more activation in
V1 than digits. In LOC, only the effect of format was significant
(F(1,11) = 64.72, p< 0.001). Again, letters elicited more activation
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FIGURE 9 | Mean activation elicited by the four conditions in the five regions of interest in Experiment 2. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
than digits. In VWFA, we found a significant main effect of
format (F(1,11) = 126.70, p< 0.001) and of string length (F(1,11) =
5.44, p = 0.04), with letters and 5-character strings eliciting
more activation, respectively. In the left [digits–words] region,
the effect of format was significant (F(1,11) = 6.38, p = 0.03),
with letters eliciting higher activation levels, and in the right
[digits–words] region, the effect of format, the effect of string
length and the interaction effect were significant (F(1,11) = 9.46,
p = 0.01; F(1,11) = 9.29, p = 0.01; F(1,11) = 5.52, p = 0.04,
respectively).
We also performed a three-way ANOVA with format (letters
vs. digits), string length (2- vs. 5-characters) and region of
interest (V1 vs. VWFA) as within subject factors. We found a
significant three-way interaction (F(1,11) = 7.03, p = 0.02). This
interaction reflects that in VWFA, the activation increase for
letters vs. digits was similar for 5- and 2-character sequences,
while in V1 the activation increase for letters vs. digits was
stronger for 2-character strings compared to 5-character strings
(see Figure 10).
We did not find a significant main effect of format
in favor of digits in the [digits–words] regions found in
Experiment 1. Thus, the preference for digits over words
from Experiment 1 was not replicated in Experiment 2. This
indicates that the area observed in Experiment 1 is not
specifically sensitive to Arabic digits. In other words, the current
data did not confirm the existence of a visual number form
area.
Turning to multi-voxel analyses, we found a transformation
in the representation of the four conditions across the regions
of interest. In all regions of interest, we compared correlations
between conditions that only differed in one factor (i.e., same
format strings differing in length to look into the effect of
string length) with correlations between the condition and itself
(located on the diagonal of the correlational matrix, see Table 3).
TABLE 3 | Averaged correlational matrices over all subjects, per region of interest.
V1 LOC VWFA
2L 5L 2D 5D 2L 5L 2D 5D 2L 5L 2D 5D
2L 0.41 −0.40 0.36 −0.38 0.15 0.01 0 −0.19 0.20 0.34 −0.26 −0.34
5L −0.43 0.57 −0.55 0.39 0.02 0.31 −0.31 0 0.34 0.68 −0.60 −0.37
2D 0.37 −0.54 0.58 −0.37 0.01 −0.30 0.29 −0.01 −0.25 −0.63 0.54 0.35
5D −0.35 0.38 −0.37 0.39 −0.18 0 −0.02 0.20 −0.34 −0.38 0.33 0.37
Left [digits–words] Right [digits–words]
2L 5L 2D 5D 2L 5L 2D 5D
2L 0.43 −0.11 0.02 −0.34 0.23 −0.09 0.08 −0.21
5L −0.09 0.34 −0.16 0.02 −0.09 0.31 −0.24 0.07
2D 0.01 −0.17 0.13 0.01 0.07 −0.24 0.16 −0.06
5D −0.35 0.02 0 0.33 −0.22 0.09 −0.07 0.19
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FIGURE 10 | Visualization of the three-way interaction effect. Solid lines
represent 2-character strings, dashed lines 5-character strings. In primary
visual cortex (V1), the effect of string length is clearly more pronounced than
the effect of format, whereas in VWFA, the opposite pattern is visible. Error
bars represent the standard error of the mean.
In V1, we found a significant effect of string length (t(11) =
−4.83, p = 0.001), which indicates that activation patterns in
V1 are sensitive to the number of characters on the screen.
The effect of format was not significant (t(11) = −0.91, p =
0.38), indicating that V1 is not sensitive to format category.
In LOC, both the effect of string length (t(11) = −5.42, p <
0.001) and the effect of format (t(11) = −4.00, p < 0.001) were
significant. VWFA is sensitive to format (t(11) = −5.42, p <
0.001), but not to string length (t(11) = −1.94, p = 0.08). In the
left [digits–words] region, we found a significant main effect of
string length (t(11) = −4.69, p < 0.001) and of format (t(11) =
−2.30, p = 0.04). Finally, in the right [digits–words] region, only
the effect of string length was significant (t(11) = −6.29, p <
0.001).
As summarized in the MDS plots in Figure 11, we can
conclude that V1 clustered conditions based on the number
of characters. In LOC, there was no clear clustering of
conditions, there was a sensitivity for both format and string
length. In VWFA, we found a clustering based on stimulus
category (format). Finally, in the right and left [digits–words]
regions we found results similar to those in V1 and LOC,
respectively. All these results are visualized on the MDS plots in
Figure 11.
Discussion
The current study served two aims. First, we investigated
whether there is a region specifically tuned for Arabic
digits that might potentially host the visual code of number
processing described in the Triple Code Model (Dehaene and
Cohen, 1995, 1997) by contrasting the brain activity elicited
by Arabic digits with activity elicited by number words in
an arithmetic task. Second, we studied the emergence and
formation of this visual code by looking at the evolution
of activation patterns throughout the early visual ventral
processing stream, more specifically in regions V1, LOC and
VWFA.
Two fMRI experiments were conducted. In Experiment 1,
participants performed an arithmetic task with subtractions
presented in three different formats: Arabic digits, number
words and dot arrays. Earlier studies that used subtraction
paradigms to investigate the neural correlates of arithmetic
have found activation in occipito-temporal areas (for a meta-
analysis, see Arsalidou and Taylor, 2011). Similarly, we
found a bilateral cluster in lateral occipital cortex that was
significantly more active for digits than for number words,
which could possibly reflect a region more specifically tuned for
digits.
However, the data of Experiment 1 should be treated with
great caution. Although we controlled our stimuli for amount
of visual information (black pixels) presented, the number of
visual elements on the screen varied greatly between digits and
number words. This is impossible to control in an arithmetic
experiment because number words by definition consist of more
visual elements than digits. To ensure that the effects found
in Experiment 1 were not due to this difference in visual
information, a second fMRI experiment was conducted, in which
the number of visual elements presented was controlled for. In
Experiment 2, participants were asked to judge the ordering of
letter or digit strings, both consisting of either 2- or 5-characters.
We reasoned that, if the bilateral [digits–words] region found
in Experiment 1 represents a focal region specifically tuned for
digits, it should be activated more strongly for digit strings than
for letter strings, regardless of string length. However, this was
not the case: in both [digits–words] regions, letter strings elicited
more activation than digit strings did. Therefore, the data from
Experiment 2 revealed that the region observed in Experiment
1 did not show any preference for digits, at least not in a task-
independent and string length-independent manner. This leads
us to conclude that the findings of Experiment 1 were either due
to task-specific effects, or to visual confounds, and that we did not
find a region hosting the visual code for digits. Atmost, one could
argue that the activation of these [digits–words] regions would be
very much task dependent.
Another limitation which is particularly prominent in
Experiment 1 is caused by the differences in behavioral
performance between conditions. Because we used block
designs in both experiments, it was impossible to discard
the incorrectly solved trials in the fMRI analyses. It is well
established that erroneous responses elicit additional brain
activation in regions associated with performance monitoring,
such as the anterior cingulate cortex (Carter et al., 1998;
Garavan et al., 2002). The effect of this increase in brain
activity on visual processes in the context of the present
study remains unclear. Future studies should therefore attempt
to equalize performance levels over all conditions or should
employ an event-related paradigm in which it is possible
to only analyze brain activity during the correctly solved
items.
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FIGURE 11 | Multi-dimensional scaling plots, visualizing similarity between multi-voxel activation patterns for the four included conditions. Light
colors represent 2-character strings, dark colors represent 5-character strings. Error bars represent the deviation to the mean per individual subject.
The current findings might not be in line with the conclusions
from previous studies, but could at least suggest a few variables
which should be taken into account in future studies. Park
et al. (2012) only found a region activated more by numbers
than by letters in the right hemisphere using a same/different-
task. Pinel and Dehaene (2013) found a region that was more
activated for digits than for number words in the context
of a number comparison task, located in the right fusiform
gyrus, and Pinel et al. (2001) found a region in inferior
temporal gyrus that was part of the arithmetic network in
the context of a subtraction task. Importantly, none of these
studies controlled neither for variability in the number of
visual elements presented nor for task-related factors driving
the effect, as we did in the present study. It therefore remains
uncertain if the visual regions described in these previous
studies are specifically involved in the processing of the visual
code.
A study by Shum et al. (2013) suggests that there might
be a focal region with a task-independent preference for digits
over number words, but that typical fMRI studies, such as
the current one, do not have the sensitivity to detect this
region. Shum et al. (2013) used intracranial electrophysiological
recordings, and found a region in the inferior temporal gyrus
that responded more to digits compared to morphologically,
phonologically and semantically similar symbols. This possible
visual number form area was located in a 3T MRI signal
drop-out zone, which might explain why we were not able to
pick it up using fMRI in healthy adults. Indeed, we inspected
our fMRI images and had signal drop-out at the coordinates
reported by Shum et al. (2013). However, a recent study
by Abboud et al. (2015) reported a number form area in
congenitally blind and sighted adults that was located in the
right inferior temporal gyrus [53, −44, −12], near the region
reported by Shum et al. (2013), but outside of this signal
drop-out zone. This region is located far more anteriorly
than the region we found in Experiment 1. However, the
subject sample, the complex stimuli, and the categorization
task Abboud et al. used are very different from our sample,
stimuli and subtraction task, making it difficult to compare both
studies.
It has been debated in the fMRI literature to what
extent it is fruitful to focus exclusively upon small focal
regions with a clear preference for a particular stimulus
condition, and ignore the large parts of cortex, which are
also activated by this condition without a clear preference for
other conditions (see e.g., Haxby et al., 2001; Spiridon and
Kanwisher, 2002). A second aim of this study was therefore to
investigate the emergence of the visual code along the ventral
visual processing stream in regions, which might differentially
process the different symbolic numerical formats (i.e., digits
and number words). We did this by comparing patterns of
activation of the four conditions of Experiment 2 in five
regions of interest along this visual processing pathway: V1,
LOC, VWFA, and the two [digits–words] clusters found in
Experiment 1.
In V1, digits and letters of the same string length were
clustered, suggesting that V1 clusters stimuli based on amount of
visual information. In LOC and in both [digits–words] clusters,
we found a less clear picture: all conditions appeared to be
represented distinctly with no clear clustering. Nevertheless, each
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of the ROIs was sensitive to the different conditions. Most
strikingly, the left [digits–words] cluster, which was activated
similarly by all four conditions according to univariate analyses,
still differentiated digit strings from letter strings (see Table 3).
Thus, despite the absence of a focal region preferring digit
strings over letter strings, there is clear evidence for a distributed
selectivity for the difference between digits and letters. This
selectivity is most striking in the VWFA, where it is accompanied
by a focal preference of the whole region for letters over
digits (Polk et al., 2002; Cohen and Dehaene, 2004; Reinke
et al., 2008). The representations in VWFA make a categorical
distinction between digits and letters and mostly ignore the
large physical difference between a 2-character and a 5-character
string.
Conclusion
Based on the results of both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, we
suggest that there is an alteration in representations throughout
the ventral processing stream from clustering based on amount
of visual information towards clustering based on symbolic
stimulus category, as found previously for objects in general
(Op de Beeck et al., 2008). The emerging selectivity for the two
symbolic formats, digit vs. letter strings, is focal to a certain
extent, with task-independent preference for letters over digits in
the VWFA and possibly a task-dependent preference for digits
over number words in lateral occipital cortex. The emerging
selectivity is also distributed across regions, which do not have
an overall preference for one format over the other.
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